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What Are Our Enemies Up To While We Fight Ourselves

2016-10-11 07:40:52 By Bill White

There's a saying about the media, that's been getting a lot of use lately. I can't quote it exactly, but it's
something like, "When the media is blowing up about some insignificant story, look to see what
they're hiding from you."

Sadly, there's a lot more truth to that saying, than there is importance in the things that the media
wastes their time blowing up over.

With the elections coming up in less than a month, pretty much everything has been about the
elections. But even that has been poorly represented, with the media spending much more time
talking about personal attacks between the candidates, rather than talking about substantive issues.
Of all the elections I've seen, this one has had the least coverage of issues; in the media, in the
debates and in every way possible.

But while the U.S. presidential elections are important, and even important outside the U.S. borders,
they aren't the only thing happening in the world. Events are happening in other countries, some of
whom are our enemies. Statistically, it's all but guaranteed that we will ultimately be impacted by at
least some of these events.

While the U.S. media has always been extremely poor at reporting on world events, this is even worse
during the presidential campaign. So you and I have very little idea of what our country's enemies are
up to.

Hopefully, our government has a better idea than we do, but I have little confidence in the current
administration and their ability to deal with world events. It seems pretty clear that President Obama
and his advisors have little idea of how to be world leaders, no matter how well they think of
themselves.

Being so convinced of his own ability isn't really much of a qualification to be a leader. Leadership is
earned, and it is bestowed upon one by those who are willing followers. With that being the case, it's
clear that Obama isn't seen by the leaders of other nations as a world-class leader. If you have any
doubt about that, simply look at how poorly other nations have followed him in his limited efforts
against ISIS.

This actually puts the United States in much more danger than we've ever been before. While there
are always those who want to topple the person, organization or nation who is on top, good
leadership holds those people at bay. Without the other nations of the world seeing us as being the
leaders of the free world, these countries are much more likely to attack us.

So, what are our enemies up to and what does it mean to us? Here are 5 issues none of us should
ignore.

1. Russia

Ever since Vladimir Putin became President of the Russian Federation in 2012, he has been making
noises, showing his imperialistic ambitions. There are those in Russia who still look back to the glory
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days of the old Soviet Union and the power that they held in the world. Putin has been playing to that
crowd, talking about restoring Russia to her former greatness.

It hasn't all be talk either. In December,2014, Russia invaded Ukraine, taking control of the Crimea
and threatening the rest of the country. Even after almost two years, it is unsure whether Russia will
gobble up the rest of the Ukraine or not.

Other nearby neighbors are looking at Russian nervously, wondering how long it will be before they
expand their operations to start retaking countries that were once part of the Soviet Union. Georgia
especially, which was invaded by Russia in 2008, and still has Russian troops on their soil, is waiting to
see what will happen.

Putin has been playing high-stakes with the United States throughout the Obama presidency. He has
made it clear that he has on respect for Obama, or his former Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton.
Rather than join the U.S. led coalition against ISIS, Russia started their own coalition, one which has
been much more effective. Putin is boldly taking a stand as a world leader and directly challenging
Obama.

In this regard, Putin is even laying the nuclear option on the table. His thinly veiled remarks about
Russia still being a nuclear power can be seen as nothing less than a threat to the United States and
our allies. He knows that Obama doesn't have the guts to retaliate to a nuclear strike, so for the first
time since World War II, Russia actually has a chance at winning a nuclear war.

If Hillary Clinton wins the election in November, this will most likely escalate. Putin has already been
quoted as saying that there will be nuclear war, if Clinton wins the election. Considering her
ineptitude as the Secretary of State, there is little reason to think that we would come out on the
winning end of such a war.

Perhaps in preparation of that, Russia has moved tactical nuclear missiles into Kaliningrad, an enclave
between Poland and Lithuania. This is another area of disputed territory, with Russia claiming it as
their own. Yet placing the missiles there places both Poland and Lithuania at risk.

News about this deployment came on the heels of an announcement that Russia is considering
restoring and reopening its military bases in both Cuba and Vietnam. Should they do that, it would be
a direct challenge to the United States. We already went eyeball to eyeball with the Russians about
nuclear arms in Cuba once, does anyone think that our current political leadership has the ability to
do so again?

Let me add one more piece of news to this, so we can see a fuller picture of what Vladimir Putin is up
to. Massive emergency drills are currently taking place in Russia, evacuating 40 million people from
their homes and cities as a civil defense exercise.

While such drills are useful as preparation for natural disasters, the exact same drills are needed for
military evacuations as well. In fact, these drills will practice radiation, chemical and biological
protection of the population, something that speaks more of war, than it does a concern about
natural disasters.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7tNEGkFUWo

Video first seen on Inessa S.
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With all this going on, one must ask what Putin is preparing for. Could he, in fact, be preparing for
World War III? Is Russia on the verge of a European invasion? I remember that as the biggest threat in
my military career, as we waited to see if the Soviet Union would try to march to the Atlantic Ocean. It
may yet happen.

2. Iran

The country which invented the chant, "Death to America" is still on everyone's watch list... everyone
that is, except our government. It seems that Obama has decided that the Iranians are innocent as
lambs, so he's gone ahead and given them permission to build their own nuclear bombs and even
sent them the money to do so.

I guess that, in any other context, Obama's actions would be seen as treason and he'd either be
spending the rest of his life in prison or his life would end prematurely. But somehow, he gets away
with these things. So we, the American people, can thank our soon to be former president for making
the world a little less safe.

Iran has been on the move, politically speaking, for decades. Their stated desire is to create a world
caliphate, much like the plans of ISIS. The big difference is that Iran is an actual country, and ISIS, no
matter what they say of themselves, is nothing more than a big terrorist organization.

According to a Hillary Clinton e-mail, leaked by Wikileaks, Iran is only a few weeks away from building
a nuclear bomb, their first. If that isn't enough to give you a shiver, than nothing is. Iranian leaders
have stated over and over again their desire to destroy America, followed up by the destruction of
Israel.

They have a missile program as well, something else that previous treaties had denied them, but
Obama allowed. The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) has taken pictures of missile silos in IRAN,
which are thought to house missiles with an intercontinental range.

The question isn't whether Iran would use a nuclear bomb if they had one, but rather how soon
they'd use it. Hand in hand with this question is who they would use it against. While the choices are
limited to the U.S. and Israel, it's hard to say which one they would choose. I'd lay my money on them
attacking the United States, and in doing so by setting off a high-altitude nuclear burst, in order to
generate an EMP, taking out our electric grid and our ability to interfere with their attack against
Israel.

3. North Korea

Right now, it's somewhat of a tossup whether Iran or North Korea is a greater threat to the United
States. Both seem on the same path, developing nuclear weapons and long-range missiles. Even more
importantly, both have clearly stated their intent to attack and destroy the United States of America.

Kim Jong-Un has always seemed a bit unstable to me. After all, anyone who would have their father
killed, so that they could take the throne, has to be unstable.  But when you're a dictator, you can
much more easily get away with that. There are few who are in a position to question your sanity, and
those who can are easily eliminated.

North Korea has taken advantage of the elections to declare war on the United States, crossing that
line, so that any action they take, can be seen as an act of war, not of terror. In their mind, or at least
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in the mind of their leader, they have every right to attack us, for the wrongs we've committed against
them.

I guess stopping them from taking over South Korea was a much bigger blow to their collective ego
than what we would normally have expected.

North Korea is already testing both nuclear warheads and long-range missiles. While neither is ready
yet for use in an actual attack, they are close. Kim Jong-Un could decide that it's time to turn against
us and destroy us as an enemy.

4. ISIS and the Muslim World

The threat of ISIS hasn't diminished in the least. If anything, they're a bigger threat now, than they
ever were before. With Obama so busy helping Hillary campaign, they are consolidating their position
and spreading out to take new lands all the time.

ISIS has grown to the point where they now have strong points in several countries, outside of Iraq
and Syria. Much of the northern coast of Africa is under the influence of ISIS to some extent and they
have a sizable influence in countries farther east. While Obama has been sleeping, refusing to admit
the danger that ISIS represents to the U.S. and the world, they have been gaining ground in their war
of conquest.

They have also been busy around the world, performing terrorist attacks in a wide range of countries.
Their more than 30 terrorist acts this year shows that 2016 will be their biggest year for terrorist
incidents yet.

Amongst the issues which will be decided by the November election, is how the United States will deal
with ISIS in the future. While I doubt that either candidate has a fully formulated plan, they both have
the broad strokes of what they want to accomplish.

It's clear that Clinton will continue to capitulate to them, helping them to grow, while Trump will do
what he can to take the war to their doorstep.

Although ISIS is the most militant Muslim group today, we can't forget about the rest of the Muslim
world. We are living in the third jihadist period, and Muslims are on the march. Specifically, they are
on the march to take over Europe and the United States, forcing us and our European cousins to
submit to Sharia Law or be killed.

The invasion is on in earnest in Europe, as we've all seen. Just because we haven't been hearing about
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it as much, doesn't mean that there has been any slowdown in Muslim migration. Syrian refugees in
Europe are committing atrocities almost daily, molesting women, being obnoxious, committing
crimes and generally trying to force the countries they are living in to adopt provisions of Sharia Law,
as a stepping-stone towards converting those countries to Muslim rule.

Another leaked document from Hillary Clinton shows that she is in full support of this invasion and
fully intends to increase it if she becomes president. Why should she want that? Is she Muslim? I
doubt it, but the one-word cabal, who is trying to usher in the New World Order, is using the Syrian
refugee crisis to their benefit, as a tool towards breaking down national borders and pushing the
nations of the world one step closer to a one world government.

5. The One-Worlders

I have to include the one-worlders as enemies of our country, as they seek to destroy and dissolve it,
merging the United States into their New World Order. Should that happen, we would no longer be
the United States of America, but merely a region under the control of the new world government.

Both Obama and Clinton are one-worlders, as well as their financial backer, George Soros. But there
is an even bigger, more secretive and more sinister group behind them. That is the Bilderberg Group.
This loose-knit group, made up of many of the world's movers and shakers in business and politics, is
the true force behind the one-world movement. As the world's "elite" they wish to put us all under
their rule, so that they can take what is rightfully ours.

This group of people, especially the Bilderburg Group, is literally afraid of a Trump presidency and is
actively campaigning against it. They see a danger to their plans in the rise of nationalism that Trump
has caused. As such, they are working their nefarious plans out in the shadows, to topple Trump and
put Hillary in office, as their choice.

Should this happen, it could mean the end of the United States as we know it. We've already seen
massive changes under Obama's presidency. Another four or eight years of the same could spell the
end of our freedoms, especially considering that the next president will have the opportunity to
appoint as many as four Supreme Court Justices.

Till then, keep your eyes wide opened to these 5 issues. They might change our lives before we know
it!

This article has been written by Bill White for Survivopedia.
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